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SUMMARY 

Agricultural use of sloping lands is characterized by a number of restrictions concerning both 
the set of crops and the peculiarities of tillage, fertilizers and crop care measures. Such 
restrictions are designed to minimize possible degradation processes, as these soils are 
considered unstable, especially in the erosion aspect. The paper shows new methodological 
approaches that will diagnose the manifestations of soil erosion and accumulation of soil 
matter on sloping lands. They consist in the application of multiplicative indicators showing 
the profile distribution of organic carbon, the complexation of mathematical modeling of 
erosion and magnetic methods. Accumulation areas, due to the accumulation of high-humus 
material, can be localized by magnetometry. 
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Introduction 
 
Slope soil formation, unlike watersheds, also includes erosion effects. This is manifested in a decrease 
in the thickness of the soil profile as a result of erosion losses. Another sign is the presence of 
accumulation zones, when the soil becomes rougher due to the deposited substance.  
 
Agricultural use of such lands is characterized by a number of restrictions concerning both the set of 
crops and the peculiarities of tillage, fertilizers and crop care measures. Such restrictions are designed 
to minimize possible degradation processes, as these soils are considered unstable, especially in the 
erosion aspect (Montgomery, 2007).  
 
Under these conditions, the mechanism of diagnosing such soils becomes especially important. The 
traditional morphometric approach cannot always be implemented here. Slope conditions of soil 
formation (insolation isomerism and differentiation of precipitation due to surface runoff) form both 
short-profile soils on the slopes of the southern exposure and full-profile soils on steep northern slopes 
(Polupan et al., 2005).  
 
The aim of this work is to show new methodological approaches that allow to diagnose the 
manifestations of soil erosion and accumulation on sloping lands.  
 
Methods 
 
When performing the work, the determination of organic carbon content according to DSTU 4289: 
2004 was used, which, in turn, became the basis for calculating the regression coefficient of 
organoprofile (KRO) - the ratio of organic carbon content in soil layers 0-30 cm and 30-100 cm 
(Solovey, 2015). Еrosion hazard index calculated according to (Kutsenko, 2012). The mass-specific 
magnetic susceptibility of soil samples was measured using a kapabridge KLY-2. The topographic 
map with the scale of 1:10000 used as a cartographic basis for erosion modelling.  
 
Examples 
 
The fundamental genetic characteristics of the soil cover attract attention. One of their reflections is 
the KRO, the deviation from the nominal values of which is the first of the signs of sloping soils. 
Undisturbed accumulative soils are characterized by a gradual decline with depth (regression) of 
organic carbon content, due to the peculiarities of the distribution in the soil of the roots of herbaceous 
vegetation. For each row of soil formation certain values of KRO are established. For solonetzic soils, 
they are 1.1 - 1.2, chernozems typical, ordinary and southern 1.3 - 1.6, chernozems podzolic and dark 
gray podzolic soils 1.8 - 2.3, and so on.  
 
Among the morphological characteristics of soils should be noted the presence of stratification into 
genetic horizons with gradual or clear (but not sharp transitions between them), which can be 
considered the second sign of integrity. Each type of soil is characterized by a certain set of such 
horizons and the relationships between them. The third feature of intact soils is the absence of visible 
stratification in the profile, except for floodplain soils and formed on layered soil-forming rocks. 
Certain features are inherent in semi-hydromorphic meadow-chernozem soils.  
 
They are characterized by a more uniform distribution of humus due to the absence of signs of gleying 
in the profile and a lower content of organic matter in the upper layer compared to hydromorphic. In 
terms of humus distribution, they are similar to the soils of the cumulative series of soil formation, 
although by the value of KRO - to the podzolic series (Lebedʹ, Solovey, 2019). In turn, alluvial soil is 
characterized by the absence of regressive nature of the decrease in organic carbon content with 
depth. The value of KRO is below 1.1, or values inherent in the background surrounding soils. It is 
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also necessary to pay attention to presence in a profile of stratification of various degree of 
expression, traces of separation of granulometric particles.  
 
The presence of artifacts that are not inherent in natural soils is possible. There are some prospects for 
using magnetic methods, which are 10 times less time-consuming than agrochemical ones.  
 
This provide a possibility to make more efficient decisions about the soil situation and work with 
denser grids of tests. Differentiation in magnetic characteristics of soils correlates the difference in the 
course of pedogenesis.  
 
The changes in the values of mass-specific magnetic susceptibility (MS) in a sequence of subaquatic - 
superaqual - eluvial-accumulative - transeluvial - eluvial elementary geochemical landscapes is shown 
on Figure 1 (Sukhorada et al., 2005). 
 

 
Figure 1 Distribution of MS values in the elements of the natural landscape.  

 
The use of the spatial distribution of MS as an indicator of the manifestation of erosion processes is 
shown by us on the example of sloping lands of Kharkiv region. Figure 2 shows a cartogram of this 
distribution. The survey was conducted after heavy rainfall, which made it possible to identify areas 
of accumulation of washed soil (MS values below 57x10–8 m3/kg).  
 
The estimated erosion status of the territory is shown by the erosion hazard index, which shows the 
multiplicity of exceeding the threshold of indelible velocities by the water flow. Sediments are 
observed in the range of values of this indicator 2.0 - 2.5. The largest soil removal was observed in the 
range of values of 1.5-2.0. Our other experiments showed a similar change in soil MS in the areas of 
localization of washed soil. Similar changes are characteristic for areas with manifestations of local 
hygromorphism, however, in this case the amplitude of oscillations is higher.  
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Figure 2 Map of the spatial distribution of magnetic susceptibility and erosion hazard index (Nazarok 
et al., 2015).  
 
The study of low-amplitude anomalies of the magnetic field with the use of modern high-performance 
magnetometers shows certain prospects. During the development of slope processes, the runnels are 
often filled with humus material, as a result of which magnetic anomalies of geomorphological origin 
are formed. Their configuration repeats the ravine system of the territory of the corresponding rank 
(Fig. 3). Since the refilling of the runnels takes place with the aid of water, these deposits acquire 
remanence (NRM) which is of the intensity as induced magnetization (Mi), the Koenigsberger ratio Q 
= NRM / Mi often exceeds 1. Thus, the former runnel system on the slope is well mapped using high-
resolution magnetometry. 

 
Figure 3 Total field magnetic anomaly map of the slope land covered with Greyzem Haplic in 
Kelmentsy district of Chernivtsi region. 
 
A similar situation arises about the relative stabilization of soil erosion processes, and in the active 
phase of erosion, especially in the presence of temporary slope watercourses, negative anomalies are 
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formed in their place. An example of such an anomaly can be seen in the center of the site in Fig. 3. 
Such actions take into account and investigate archaeological sites that are similar to the current 
deposit. In this case, we can even accurately determine the "zero level" of the formation of transitional 
soils, and, accordingly, estimate the intensity of the process.  
 
Conclusions  
 
A number of methods are used to differentiate intact and alluvial soils, at the typical and supertype 
level the actual use of KRO. The use of morphometric methods depends on the subjective experience 
and qualifications of researchers.  
 
The complexation of magnetic reconnaissance methods and mathematical modeling of erosion 
processes is effective, the application of methods separately does not allow to locate accumulative 
areas. Accumulation areas, due to the accumulation of high-humus material, can be localized by 
studying the distribution of the local magnetic field.  
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